
LEARN RUSSIAN WORLDWIDE 

The Digital Pre-University Faculty is an online environment for learning Russian from the leading 

university of Russia. 

Russian language proficiency opens up new opportunities for young professionals, allows them to 

successfully study and live comfortably in Russia while studying at the university, easily navigate the streets 

and transport system of the city, and also increases their competitiveness in the global labor market. 

Building on 60 years' experience in teaching Russian to international students and being the most 

international university in Russia, RUDN University has designed a unique Russian language teaching 

system. 

This Faculty offers an opportunity to study Russian for everyone: high school students, students and 

graduates of bachelor's degree programs from foreign universities who want to study at Russian 

universities. 

At the Digital Pre-University Faculty, Russian language rules, instructions and tasks are given in the 

students ' native language, which allows them to comfortably start learning Russian. Interactive lessons 

on the educational platform ruslovo.rudn.ru are available anywhere and anytime. The convenient training 

platform with a large number of simulators and regular lessons with a teacher – this is the formula for 

effective Russian language learning for further admission to Russian universities or any other purposes. 

Video about the Russian language learning platform 

Learning Russian is available in a group and individual format, both from the zero and from the advanced 

level. 

Digital Pre-University Faculty is an opportunity: 

 study in international groups, 

 learn about the traditions and culture of Russia, 

 improve knowledge in general education disciplines. 

Stages of enrollment to the Digital Pre-University Faculty: 

- application via web-page of the Faculty https://info.langrus.rudn.ru/en/ ; 

- consultation in the student's native language; 

- free lesson with a RUDN teacher; 

- studying from anywhere in the world. 

The educational process is organized according to individual tracks. Enrollment and the beginning of 

study of groups is carried out all year round. 

Learn more about the Digital Pre-University Faculty 

https://ruslovo.rudn.ru/en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZRylYADK9o
https://info.langrus.rudn.ru/en/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lczTMS9lKvDQhZiv4jRMWukiIzXypa1o/view?usp=sharing

